Using computational methods, which allow mechanistic insights at a molecular level, we explored the olfactory receptor (OR)-odor interactions for 2 mouse ORs, S79 and S86. Both ORs have been previously experimentally, functionally characterized. The odors used were mostly carboxylic acids, which differed in chain length, substituents on the primary carbon atom-chain and degree of unsaturation. These odors elicited varied activation responses from both ORs. Our studies revealed that both receptors have 2 distinct binding sites. Preferential binding in 1 of the 2 sites is correlated with OR activation. The activating odorants: nonanedioic acid, heptanoic acid, and octanoic acid for OR S79 and nonanoic acid for OR S86 preferentially bind in the region bound by transmembranes (TMs [helical domains]) III, IV, V, and VI. The non excitatory odorants heptanol for S79 and heptanoic acid for S86 showed a greater likelihood of binding in the region bound by TMs I, II, III, and VII. Nanosecond-scale molecular dynamics simulations of the physiologically relevant conditions of docked OR-odorant complexes enabled us to quantitatively assess the roles of individual OR amino acids in odor binding. Amino acid-odorant contact maps and distance determinations over the course of the simulations lend support to our conclusions.
Introduction
Olfactory receptor (OR) repertoires constitute the largest gene families in mammalian genomes (Glusman et al. 2000a (Glusman et al. , 2000b Rouquier et al. 2000; Crasto et al. 2001; Mombaerts 2001; Zozulya et al. 2001; Young and Trask 2002; Gilad et al. 2003; Olender et al. 2004) . Sequence variations among relatively fewer ORs, while retaining an invariant Class-A (rhodopsin-like) GPCR structure, are responsible for discriminating several thousand odorants (Muller 2000; Palczewski et al. 2000; Crasto 2009; Kufareva et al. 2011; Rosenbaum et al. 2011; Rasmussen et al. 2011) . The mechanism of odor binding by an OR is not well understood. There exists no experimentally validated predictive method by which specific odorants might be identified a priori as eliciting excitatory responses from specific ORs. The consequences of understanding OR-odorant interactions are also far-reaching from a clinical standpoint: several neurological disorders find their origins, in part, in olfactory dysfunction (Doty et al. 1991; Kovacs 2004; Hawkes 2006; Barresi et al. 2012) .
Experimental efforts to deorphanize ORs (Boekhoff et al. 1997; Touhara et al. 1999; Araneda et al. 2000; Kajiya et al. 2001; Touhara 2001 Touhara , 2002 Bozza et al. 2002; Katada et al. 2003 Katada et al. , 2005 Matarazzo et al. 2005; Oka et al. 2004 Oka et al. , 2006 Abaffy et al. 2006; Schmiedeberg et al. 2007; Grosmaitre et al. 2009; Kato and Touhara 2009; Repicky and Luetje 2009; Li et al. 2012; Ondachi et al. 2012 ) that is identify odorants that are likely to bind and excite specific ORs are challenging: 1) in heterologous expression systems, the expressed proteins remain embedded in the plasma membrane and 2) the promiscuous nature of OR-odorant binding. The required scale of odor ligand libraries necessary to screen for OR activity therefore becomes daunting.
The structural difference between an excitatory or non excitatory ligand in a single receptor may be as small as the presence or absence of a single heavy atom (Zhao et al. 1998) . Gaining mechanistic insights into OR-odor binding would aid in predicting a focused, rational panel of test-odorants for a specific OR. In addition to functional characterization of single ORs, combinatorial studies involving several ORs tested against panels of several odorants have also been carried out. The first combinatorial functional analysis tested 14 mouse ORs and several carboxylic acids and their derivatives (Malnic et al. 1999) . A decade later, an extensive study involving more than 60 ORs was completed (Saito et al. 2009 ).
Computational methods have often been employed to provide a molecular, and, by extension, mechanistic basis for OR interactions with odorants. (Bertsch et al. 1998; Singer 2000; Floriano et al. 2000 Floriano et al. , 2004 Hall et al. 2004; Trabanino et al. 2004; Lai et al. 2005; Crasto 2009; Lai and Crasto 2012) These studies have largely focused on OR-odorant systems that have been previously experimentally, functionally characterized. The lack of an experimentally derived structure of an OR-a rhodopsin-like GPCR-however, results in uncertainties in making broad assumptions as to the nature of OR-odorant binding.
Computational methodologies have involved building a model of the OR. The X-ray crystal structure of bovine rhodopsin (Palczewski et al. 2000; Okada et al. 2004 ) has most often been used as the template on which a (in our protocol, preliminary) structure of the OR is built. Other GPCRs have also recently been crystallized (or co-crystallized with molecules that enhance solubility) and remain viable alternatives as templates for OR structures Rosenbaum et al. 2011; Xu et al. 2011; Wu et al. 2012) . The next step has been to computationally dock molecular models of odor ligands in the OR's solvent accessible spaces. Several docking programs are available (Vakser 1997; Ewing et al. 2001; Vakser and Jiang 2002; Tovchigrechko and Vakser 2006; Morris et al. 2009 ). Docking conformations are scored based on energy of conformation in accessible spaces within the protein's binding region. The docking programs also make allowances for electrostatic interactions involving the ligand and the protein (Singer et al. 1995 (Singer et al. , 1998 Singer 2000; Arata-Kawai et al. 2011) . Following computational docking, conjectures as to amino acid involvement in binding have been made based on the closeness of the side chains to the docked odor ligand.
Some of our computational studies have gone beyond static computational docking. We have established a dynamic basis for OR-odorant interactions. (Lai et al. 2005; Lai and Crasto 2012) Our protocol (discussed in the next section) is based on the notion that realistic OR-odorant interactions are not static. We have previously shown that the amino acids responsible for facilitating binding and possible OR activation are likely to change as the interactions progress. Molecular dynamics-based simulation studies have been carried out to study odor behavior within the OR binding pocket and the structural response of the OR. The first such study (Lai et al. 2005) showed how within the binding pocket, an odor's transit through the binding pocket was facilitated (a pathway from inside to outside) by a combination of electrostatic and Van der Waals forces. These studies which attempted to computationally replicate previously published experimental OR activation results (Araneda et al. 2000) showed a strong correlation between ligands that experimentally activated the OR and the existence of a transit event. (Lai et al. 2005) To further efforts towards elucidating the mechanism by which an odor will activate an OR, we present here the results of a computational study involving 2 ORs and 6 odorants. We advance 2 salient points. One, that the preference of (1 of 2) binding region may be a determinant of whether an odor will excite an OR; two, that it is possible to quantify the role of an amino acid residue in OR binding and subsequent activation. We studied 2 ORs-S79 (MOR42-3 or Olfr544) and S86 (MOR8-2 or Olfr586) for odorants that elicited an excitatory as well as non excitatory response. Although our computational studies use the results of functional analysis from the first OR-function combinatorial studies (Malnic et al. 1999 ), we will use the nomenclature for the ORs used in that publication-S79 and S86.
Materials and methods
The protocol described here includes: 1) creating computational models of ORs S79 and S86 and the odor ligands; 2) computationally docking ligands that are known to excite these ORs (heptanoic acid, octanoic acid, and nonanedioic acid for S79, and nonanoic acid for S86) and those that inhibit OR excitation or otherwise do not activate the ORs (heptanol for S79 and heptanoic acid for S86)-the choice of ORs and odors are based on experimental functional analyses in the solvent-accessible extracellular region of S79 and S86 (Malnic et al. 1999) ; 3) embedding the OR-odor complex in a hydrated, lipid bilayer model system; and 4) performing all-atom, molecular dynamics simulations to study the dynamic interactions of the OR and the odor over the duration of the simulation. Here, we describe our protocol in brief. An explicitly detailed protocol has been published previously (Lai and Crasto, 2012) .
Building models of S79 and S86

Secondary structure prediction
Experimentally determined structures of rhodopsin from electron diffraction (Schertler et al. 1993; Schertler and Hargrave 1995; Davies et al. 1996) and X-ray crystallography (Palczewski et al. 2000; Okada et al. 2004 ) at varying resolutions have been used as templates over which an initial OR TM helical scaffold is built. Previous protocols to build TM helices have included: manual orientation of canonical helices with rhodopsin helices, or through homology modeling, often following a sequence alignment of the OR (or Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/chemse/article-abstract/39/2/107/602084 by guest on 18 February 2019 GPCR) with rhodopsin, using the high resolution structure for rhodopsin (Okada 2004) .
Our structural alignment methodology consists of predicting TM regions using Hidden Markov Models from the OR sequence. The 2 best performing programs for TM predictions are TMHMM (Krogh et al. 2001 ) (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/ services/TMHMM/) and HMMTOP (http://www.enzim.hu/ hmmtop) (Tusnady and Simon 2001) . Both tools are available over the World Wide Web. A consensus of assigned regions based on the 2 prediction methods were assigned to be the OR helical regions. The 2 programs also predict loop locations (extracellular or cytoplasmic). This allows us to position the helices in configurations that are functionally relevant to GPCRs (for example, ensuring that the conserved E/DRY motif in GPCRs is located at the intracellular end of TM3).
A more recent crystal structure of the β-2-adrenergic receptor in the active as well as inactive state has been determined. Rosenbaum et al. 2011) To justify our choice of rhodopsin as template for the OR structure, over other structurally characterized GPCRs, for example, the β-2-adrenergic receptor, we assessed the sequence similarities of S79 and S86 with rhodopsin and the β-2-adrenergic receptor, using the PRALINE multiple sequence alignment Web-based software (http://www.ibi. vu.nl/programs/pralinewww/). Very poor sequence identities resulted. For S79, the sequence identities with rhodopsin and β-2-adrenergic receptor were 19% and 24%, respectively. For S86, the sequence identities with rhodopsin and the β-2-adrenergic receptor were 24% and 25%, respectively. The PRALINE software ranks amino acid matched-similarities from 1 to 10, one being unconserved and 10 being identical. Manually counting the similarities with a rank of 6 and above, showed between 29% and 33% similarities, for all 4 alignments. Using PRALINE, we also assessed the sequence identities between rhodopsin and the β-2-adrenergic receptor. The sequence identity was 24% with a similarity of 30%. Sequence similarity, therefore, is not a primary contributor of information with which to predict TM locations in ORs. We pursue the notion, in our protocol, that the one conserved aspect of GPCRs is the structure, despite the obvious sequence variability in the GPCRs assessed here, and presumably others.
Performing computational studies by strictly using experimentally characterized structures of GPCRs as templates, on which the OR model would be constructed, would contribute structural artifacts (from rotameric aspects of mostly unconserved residues, especially in the TMs) of the template that are not in the OR, and would hinder our efforts in assessing odor binding. The MEMBSTRUK computational GPCR modeling protocol was successfully able to validate experimental OR and β-2-adrenergic receptor ligand binding results starting from a low-resolution electron diffraction structure of rhodopsin (Vaidehi et al. 2002) In order to further justify our choice of using the rhodopsin crystallographically obtained structure as the template on which to build the OR model (if only to establish the initial GPCR helical scaffold), we carried out a structural comparison of the X-ray crystallographically determined structures of active and inactive rhodopsin and β-2-adrenergic receptor. The results are illustrated in Figure 1 . To create a basis to compare the structures, alpha-carbon positions from conserved residues in the middle of TM3 of all structures were fitted to PDB structure 1U19 (inactive rhodopsin) using the superpose function in Modeller (Eswar 2008) . Other than a shift in TM1 between rhodopsin and the β-2-adrenergic receptor, and a slight shift in TM5, no discernible shifts are seen. More importantly, from the TM scaffold position standpoint, there is no discernible difference between the structure of the active and inactive proteins. Our results will show that TM1 is not involved in interactions with the odors. We will also show that the all-atom, constraint free simulation system that we have set up ensures that all the conformations that the OR protein will undergo will necessarily involve the active and inactive structures.
The above reasons, we believe, justify our use of the rhodopsin structure, which we use merely to create a starting Figure 1 . Structural comparison between the active and inactive structures of rhodopsin and the β-2-adrenergic receptor. TM3 structure is used as the basis for aligning the structures. The figure shows that there are no discernible structural differences between the active and inactive forms of both receptors. There appears to be no translational shifts between receptors. The only structural differences are between rhodopsin and B2AR are in TM1 (not typically involved in ligand interactions) and TM5. The shifts in TM5 are at the helical termini. transmembrane helical scaffold for the OR protein. Discussed later in this section are steps in our protocol, which we use to remove structural artifacts from rhodopsin's structure. Given the significant differences in the sequences similarities, the specific starting structure of the OR will not have a significant bearing on our conclusions.
Structural alignment
We aligned the helical regions of the rhodopsin template with the sequence regions of the OR that were predicted to be TMs. Using the homology modeling program Modeller (http://salilab.org/modeller/) (Sanchez and Sali 2000; Fiser and Sali 2003; Eswar et al. 2006; Eswar et al. 2007; Eswar et al. 2008 ) preliminary models of the ORs were created using this secondary structure alignment. Our OR structures derived from homology modeling are preliminary because the homology modeling software causes the resulting structure to inherit certain structurespecific artifacts from rhodopsin, as mentioned earlier.
For example, there is a helical region in the C-terminus of rhodopsin that is orthogonal to the TM bundle. There is no evidence of this helical region in ORs. Other kinks (a proline-induced kink in TM 6 of rhodopsin) and bends that are consequences of the rhodopsin sequence which are not conserved in ORs have to be removed as these protein structural features can easily influence static docking as well as dynamic simulations. In addition, OR helices are shorter than those of rhodopsin; ORs have correspondingly longer loops.
TM refinement and minimization
We used the GROMACS 4.5 software (van der Spoel et al. 2010) to perform molecular dynamics simulations on each TM helix individually. The helices were parameterized using the CHARMM36 (Chemistry at HARvard Macromolecular Mechanics) (MacKerell et al. 1998; Hogberg et al. 2008; Brooks et al. 2009; Klauda et al. 2010) force field with CMAP corrections (MacKerell et al. 2004) . Each helix was hydrated with TIPS3P water. Short molecular dynamics were used to relax the geometry of each TM. Distance restraints were used to parameterize the canonical hydrogen bond configurations that sustain the helices. After the geometry was minimized, the waters were removed. This step served to remove kinks and bends from the initial homology-modeled structure that are not necessarily structural features of ORs. Our methodology relied on a structural alignment of the transmembrane helices of the OR with those of rhodopsin. Next, the hydrophobic packing of the helical bundle had to be addressed, that is, the hydrophilic side of the amphipathic helix should be pointed towards the binding regions of ORs, while the hydrophobic side has to be pointed towards the surrounding plasma membrane. We have developed a tool, Hydro-Eff (Crasto 2010 ) that, for a helix, will determine the aggregate hydrophobicities at 20 degree intervals around an idealized helical wheel for that helix. The aggregate hydrophobicity, Θ θ at every angle θ is given by Equation (1).
µ θ is the point hydrophobicity of the residue at angle θ summed over the hydrophobicity contributions (given by the cosine value) of other residues around the helical wheel. Hydro-Eff is freely available over the World Wide Web (http:// bioinfo.genetics.uab.edu/hydro.pl). Using the sequence of each TM region, the effective hydrophobicities were determined for angles on a helical wheel, at 20° intervals, starting from 0°. The helices were then rotated such that the angle at which the highest hydrophilicity resided was pointed into the center of the OR binding region. We used the visualization software Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) (Humphrey et al. 1996) (http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/vmd) to rotate each helix along its longitudinal axis to fit its ideal hydrophobic profile within the TM bundle. After the atoms in helical bundle were parameterized, minimized and rotated to meet hydrophilicity constraints, the loops were added back onto the TM assembly. Homology modeling, using the entire rhodopsin structure as template, cannot effectively model loops, because, as mentioned previously, rhodopsin loops are far shorter than the loop regions identified for ORs using Hidden Markov Models. The loops were modeled independently using Modeller by creating appropriate gaps in the shorter loops of the rhodopsin template. The N-and C-termini of both structures were truncated so that the completed model of S79 only included residues 30 through 303 and the model of S86 only included residues 29 through 305. There is no evidence that the termini are involved in ligand binding.
This computationally derived OR model was then rehydrated, re-parameterized, and minimized using molecular dynamics in GROMACS with CHARMM36 force-field and CMAP corrections, and TIPS3P water model with the TM alpha-carbon atoms position-restrained.
Building the membrane bilayer
We built a lipid bilayer consisting of molecules of 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine (POPC). We used the "Membrane" plug-in in the VMD software to construct this bilayer. A cubic box, which defines the dimensions of our system, of each side of 12 nm was constructed and hydrated to fill the top and bottom of the bilayer. GROMACS was used to equilibrate the bilayer for 120 ns under NPT (constant temperature and pressure) ensemble conditions at 310 K and 1 atm. A GROMACS tool, g_mem-bed, was used to embed the OR into the resulting bilayer consisting of 226 (for S79) to 228 (for S86) POPC molecules, over 21000 TIPS3P water molecules, and appropriate number of neutralizing ions.
Ligand construction
The ligands used in our computational experiments: heptanoic acid, octanoic acid, nonanedioic acid, nonanoic acid, and heptanol were constructed using the ArgusLab (http:// www.arguslab.com/) software. Only the molecule construction component of this software was used, which is one of its many features. ArgusLab allows the user to build a molecule by assembling atoms roughly and creating bonds (double bonds, triple bonds, etc.), using the mouse to point-andclick. Once a rough ligand model was created, we used the geometry optimization component of the software to idealize the structural features of the ligand molecule, that is, the bond distances and angles.
Docking
Each of the odor ligands constructed as described above were positioned into the binding region of the OR using the docking program GRAMM (http://vakser.bioinformatics. ku.edu/main/resources_gramm.php). (Vakser 1997; Vakser and Jiang 2002) In order for the docking ligands to access every solvent-accessible portion of the binding regions, loop residues were removed from the protein model prior to docking. The top 100 docked conformations were considered. We rejected conformations that were outside the solvent accessible regions, outside the receptor molecule, on the lipid-facing surfaces of the receptor and on any region on the cytoplasmic side of the receptor. The remaining odor-ligand docked conformations were then reassessed. During docking, the highest resolved grid-steps allowed in GRAMM were used. Repulsive and attractive forces were considered. Each ligand positional conformation underwent a3-axis rotational sampling at 10° intervals. The GRAMM protein-ligand docking software, while docking molecules, does not sample bond rotamer libraries. It merely returns the best 100 rigid ligand configurations. We considered this sufficient as a prelude to our simulations of the OR-odor dynamic interactions in which every atom and structural feature of our entire simulation system is parameterized and all ligand conformations are sampled. Figure 2 shows the results of the docking for the nonanedioic acid ligand in S79 in 2 possible binding regions, indicated by arrows.
Molecular dynamics
A random ligand position from one of the preferred binding region conformations was selected as the starting position of the ligand in the molecular dynamics simulation. Hydrogen atoms were added and the ligand was parameterized using the CGenFF 2.6b (CHARMM Generalized Force Field) force field in GROMACS in order to generate compatible intermolecular interactions with the OR. The ligand molecule conformation was then minimized in vacuum and added to the embedded OR-lipid-water complex. Waters in the binding region overlapping with ligand atoms in the binding region were removed. The resultant system was minimized with the TM alpha-carbons position-restrained and then equilibrated with molecular dynamics for 10 ns with position restraints set on both the TM alpha-carbons and ligand heavy atoms. Figure 3 shows such an equilibrated system. This system was then subjected to unrestrained molecular dynamics simulations for another 2 ns.
Results and discussion
The key finding in this computational study is that "ORs can possess 2 or more binding regions" (Figure 2 ) and, more importantly, in ORs the region where the odor ligand is more likely to bind is a determinant of whether an odor can activate an OR leading to recognition of that odor.
In this study, following 6 computational ligand-docking experiments, 4 for S79 and 2 for S86, 2 putative binding regions emerge; Figure 2 illustrates the 2 regions: the first is bound by TMs III, IV, V, and VI, and the second is bound by TMs I, II, III, and VII. It appears that ligands that excite an OR, based on the results of experimental analysis, are likely to bind in the first region, and those that either inhibit a receptor or do not excite it are more likely to bind in the second region. After each docking experiment, ligand configurations improbable during a binding event (as identified earlier) were rejected. The remaining ligands in each binding region were counted to determine likelihood of binding in those regions.
The docking results are consistent for the 2 ORs (S79 and S86) tested. Ligands heptanoic acid, octanoic acid, and nonanedioic acid for S79, and, nonanoic acid for S86 dock in the region bounded by TMs III, IV, V, and VI and heptanol for S79 and heptanoic acid for S86 overwhelmingly dock in the region bounded by TMs I, II, III, and VII. The ratio of the docked conformations in each binding region was used to determine the radius of the ligands' space-filling sphere representations in Figure 3 . In S86, following docking with heptanoic acid (an inhibitory ligand), no ligand conformations out of 100 were docked in the region that favors excitation.
A key development in the computational assessment of OR-odorant binding is our seminal use of dynamic simulations (methodological details are described in the Methods section and elsewhere; Lai and Crasto 2012) . Because the positions of the atoms have been recorded every 2 ps in a 2 ns simulation, 1000 different conformations (for the protein, the ligand, the atoms of the lipid bilayer as well as the water molecules) are obtained. We can quantify the role of the amino acids involved in interactions with the ligand-by determining the relative likelihoods of an odorant being in close proximity with amino acids in the OR binding regions, over the duration of the simulation. In every resulting frame obtained from the simulation, the amino acids whose atoms are within a sphere of 6 Å radii from the ligand atoms are identified. We define this sphere as the "close-contact." The number of close-contact occurrences for each amino acid are aggregated (counted) over the duration of the simulation. The amino acid residues that are in close-contact most often and possessing the appropriate electronic character (a possible electrostatic interaction with the odorant) are more likely to influence odor binding and consequent OR activation.
Figures 4-9 show a visual perspective of the results of the simulation studies, a novel representation of OR amino acid contribution to odor-ligand binding. In each figure, the size of the spheres representing the amino acid side chains is reflective of the time spent in close contact with the ligand. These residues that have the highest total aggregate closecontacts with the odorant ligand are evident in the figures. These amino acids are listed in Table 1 . In Figure 4 , for example, the residue side chains highlighted are Arg169, Tyr256, Ser263, Val212 and Ile264. Column 1 in Table 1 shows that Arg169 is associated with an aggregate close-contact count of 895. Considering that 2000 frames of data from each simulation were collected, a heavy atom of non anedioic acid has been within the 6 Å sphere of a heavy atom of Arg169 in S79 for over 44% of the simulation. The next highest contact is Y256 (66). This means that Y256 is close to the odor for 66 of the 1000 recorded frames. Using the aggregate counts of close-contacts, for example, the displayed radii of the Arg169 side chain atoms are approximately 13 times the displayed size of those of Y256. This explanation is extensible to the other simulations, illustrated in columns 2-6 in Table 1 and in Figures 5-9 For S86, for the simulation of non anoic acid a strong activator, in Figure 8 , the atomic radii in the side chain would be in the order Ser 274 (contact for 542 frames), Phe207 (167 frames), and Leu 210 (114 frames). The close-contact aggregate counts for this can be seen in column 5 of Table 1 . Table 1 scores the amino acid residues in order of close-contacts they have with the ligand. The excitatory interactions of S79 and S86 are in columns 1, 2, 3, and 5 and non excitatory interactions are in columns 4 and 6.
Figures 10-15 are graphs that show traces of the distances between an atom of the odorant (illustrated in the Figures  4-9, respectively) and that of the highest-scored closecontact with an amino acid for each OR-odorant complex. Although the order of amino acids in the columns in Table 1 reflects the time of contact over the duration of the simulation, the amino acid residues in bold in Table 1 Non anedioic acid is a strong activator of S79. Interestingly, for this ligand, the interactions during the simulations mimic those observed from static docking. The first column in Table 1 illustrates this-the bolded (static docking facilitating) names of amino acids are also those with the highest number of total aggregate contacts from the simulation. During the 2 ns simulation, 26 amino acid residues in S79 have been identified as making close contact with the ligand. The primary interactions-the high scoring closecontact amino acids-from static docking, however, are sustained. One can assume that the initial docked position is an energetically and electronically favorable one. The ligand position is optimized and sustained by several electrostatic interactions, most of which occur with Arg169 and Arg267 (Figure 4) . Tyr256, which is located deeper on TM VI, also contributes electrostatically while the neutral residues (in column 1 of Table 1 ) support the atoms in the middle of the odorant straight-carbon atom chain via Van der Waals interactions. From the initial docked position there is a possible electrostatic interaction with Ser263 on the extracellular junction between TM VI and extracellular loop 3 (EC3). As the simulation proceeds, the carboxylic acid oxygen atoms on the ligand strongly interact with Arg169 which is located at the extracellular junction of TM IV and extracellular loop 2 (EC2). Ile264 may play a role as part of a hydrophobic "cap" adjacent to SER263. Heptanoic acid is a moderately strong activator of S79. Other than a strong interaction with Tyr 284 on TM VII (Figure 5 ), the majority of close contacts during the simulation appear to be with uncharged residues between TMs V, VII, and VII. Interestingly, if one looks at the top ranking contacts during the dynamic simulation-Tyr284, Thr205, Leu111, Leu280, and Phe209- (Table 1 , column 2) and compare them to the closest contacts (bold residues) from the energy minimized docking position, it appears that the closest contacts are between Phe209, Phe283, Leu279, and Tyr266. It appears that a specific electronic environment is required to bind heptanoic acid.
Octanoic acid is 1 carbon atom longer than heptanoic acid. Of the high-ranked close-contacts over the course of the simulation, for both odors, there is only one common amino acid residue-Phe209. An electrostatic interaction with Tyr266 is probably the primary electrostatic binding tether. This residue is at the boundary of TM VI and extracellular loop 3. The strength of binding, and consequently, activation, is possibly dampened by the longest close-contact with Cys107 ( Figure 6 ) which is at the extracellular interface of TM III and the extracellular loop EC2 over the simulation. Cys107 is expected to form a conserved disulfide bridge to Cys193 (not shown in the figure) .
For heptanol, a non activator of S79, the docking results favored the region bound by TMs I, II, III, and VII. This binding pocket is overwhelmingly uncharged; the only charged residue is Asn 117 (Figure 7 ) and there is minimal dynamic contact with Asp115. Because both these amino acids are acidic, any charged interactions in this binding region would be necessarily repulsive. The fact that there is overlap between close contacts from static docking to dynamic interactions for Phe114 and Phe110 indicates that over the course of the simulation, the ligand has displaced significantly from its initial docking position.
Non anoic acid is a strong activator of S86. The primary residues that appear to be involved in ligand binding are located along the extracellular loop EC3. Primary hydrophobic interactions arise from Leu206, Leu210, and Phe207 (Figure 8 ). All these residues lie on the TM helix V close to the extracellular junction with EC2. Ser274, Arg272, and Ser271 all on EC3 can be considered responsible for polar interactions.
Heptanoic acid is a non activator of S86. The largest cluster of docked conformations is in the region bound by TMs I, II, and III. There are several possible polar contacts: Ser82, Ser83 (TM II), and Tyr41 (TM I) ( Figure 9 ). All other interactions are of a hydrophobic nature.
For the 6 OR-odor model systems, it appears that among the activators, docking is favored in the binding region supported by TMs III, IV, V, and VI. Non activators prefer to dock in the region supported by TMs I, II, III, and VII. Using our methodology that includes dynamic simulations of the OR-odorant interactions, one can identify amino acid residues which form the closest contacts with the ligand over time. It is important to distinguish residues that are in closest contact at an energy minimized state of the OR-odor complex versus contacts that prevail over the duration of the simulation. Here, we challenge the traditionally held notions of drawing conclusions about OR activation following static ligand docking.
Figures 10-15 are of distance calculations between highranked amino acid residue contacts (from Table 1 ) and the odorants. These distance calculations enable us to visualize the stability of the interactions. They also enable us to trace the dynamic pathway of the odorant within the binding pocket. The specific atoms for which distance traces are illustrated are identified in the figure legends. One of the conclusions we draw from this study is that for activation a strong (or sustained) electrostatic interaction is necessary between a charged part of the odorant and a complementarily charged amino acid residue. This appears to occur between non anedioic acid and Arg169 of S79 (Figure 10 ). After 250 ps, the carbonyl oxygen becomes electrostatically (and permanently) tethered to the arginine. The other carboxylic end "tail" (the distance is associated with the C9 carbon on the ligand) of the odorant appears to alternately swing between Ser263 and Tyr256 which are on adjacent TM helices. This is evidenced by the inverse correlation of their changing distances with the ligand. Figure 11 shows similar characteristics: that the electrostatic interaction between the moderately strong activator heptanoic acid and the Tyr284 of S79 is sustained after 1250 ps. Once the electrostatic tethering is achieved, the carboxylic end of the ligand moves away from Leu111. The weaker force from Thr205 is unable to compete with the one between the ligand and Tyr284. In a testament to the importance of studying OR-odorant interaction behavior through dynamical interactions, the odorant goes through significant shifts from the initial docked position before it stabilizes, facilitated by the electrostatic interaction with Tyr284. Figure 12 follows similar behavior for the interactions of S79 and the weak activator, octanoic acid. Significant fluctuations arise among the interactions of the 3 high-ranked contact amino acids with the odor ligand. Cys 107 is the top ranked contact and also is closest in distance to the odorant. It appears that the odorant is stabilized in a pocket created by Cys107, Ile108, and Tyr266. What is also interesting to note is that although the electrostatic interaction with Tyr 266 is established at 1800 ps, the lack of a sustained tether (or one for a longer length during the interactions) can explain the weak activation of S79 by this odorant. The characteristics observed in Figure 11 can be extended to those observed in Figure 13 , for the binding of the non activator heptanol with S79. It has already been discussed that this odorant binds in the binding region that is not preferred for activation, and Table 1 shows that there is a lack of a charged residue in the binding region. The distance calculations between heptanol and the uncharged Val113, Phe114, and Leu287 amino acids clearly show the lack of an electrostatic interaction. The distance graphs show that the odorant ligand position fluctuates between the 3 residues all sustained by weaker Van der Waals interactions; there is an inverse correlation among the ligand distances between Val113 and Leu287 as the ligand continually shifts from one TM to the other. Figure 14 shows the distance calculations between the strong activator non anoic acid and S86. Here, the electrostatic interaction is sustained, in terms of the closest contact with Ser274. At the initial docked position, it appears that Leu210 is the closest to the ligand, within 200 ps of the beginning of the simulation; the interaction with the serine is strengthened and sustained. It appears for some duration of the simulation, before the eventual electrostatic interaction wins out, that there is competing binding for the ligand between Ser274 and Leu210, shown by the inverse correlation of the interactions. The swinging motion of the long tail of the ligand fluctuates between Phe207 and Leu210, residues that are in close proximity on the same TM.
Unlike that of S79, the non preferred binding region of S86 possesses charged amino acid residues. The distance characteristics in the course of the simulations show that the high-ranked contacts are Ser82, Ser83, and Tyr41. As the simulation proceeds, initially (an artifact of static docking) the closest contact is Ser 82, while the Ser 83 is farther away because its position on the helix is initially pointed away from the binding pocket ( Figure 14) . Tyr41 from the neighboring TM forms an electrostatic interaction with the heptanoic acid which degrades and is then restored. By the end of the simulation, however, all 3 close-contact residues show stable interactions. The behavior of this residue within the non activating binding region is different from that observed in the previous 5 cases. There are 2 possible explanations for this behavior: the interactions of the ligand are weakened because of competing electrostatic interactions that prevent a strong ligand tether to an OR amino acid and, or, irrespective of the nature of the interactions, binding in the region that is not conducive to OR activation precludes the structural change in the OR protein, which is considered a precursor to OR activation and the eventual perception of olfaction. With the exception of heptanol, all the ligands used in our study are carboxylic acids. A strong electron withdrawing component exists in the carbonyl oxygen of the carboxylic acid functional group. For all activators tested with S79 and S86, the preferred binding pockets contained basic and weakly basic amino acid residues which formed salt bridges with the ligands' carboxylic groups over the duration of the Table 1 The table reflect the aggregates (the summation) of the time steps for which the OR amino acid residues have spent in close contact (within 6 Å) of the ligand over the 2 ns duration of the simulation of the dynamic interactions between the OR and the odor ligands. 
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The residues in bold are those that are in close contact with the ligand as a result of static docking, which within the context of this work, is at the start of the simulation. Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/chemse/article-abstract/39/2/107/602084 by guest on 18 February 2019 simulation. The strength of activation is directly correlated with how much time the odor spends in electrostatic contact with a basic amino acid residue. The primary electrostatic interaction for the activators of S79 and S86 appears to be arginines, serines, and tyrosines. For the strongest activator of S79, Arg169 is the closest contact over the duration of the simulation. Other, relatively weak electrostatic interactions with Ser263 and Tyr256 are also present for significant amounts of time (Table 1) . Arg267 is also in close proximity to Ser263. Interestingly, for this complex, it appears that the static docking conformation appears to be the most stable: the closest contacts for the dynamic simulations are the same as those measured after static docking.
One can also see how as the strength of the primary electrostatic tether weakens, the activation strength decreases. For S79's interaction with both heptanoic acid and octanoic acid, a tyrosine contributes heavily towards the electrostatic interaction. However, in the case of S79 and octanoic acid (its weaker activator), the proximity of Cys107, whose polarity is otherwise reduced due to the presence of a disulfide bridge, dampens the strength of this interaction, resulting in a fewer interactions with Tyr266, though these interactions are established later in the simulation. In the S86-non anoic acid complex, although Ser274 generates the largest contacts, the presence of 2 additional Serines and Arg272 explains strong activation.
For both non activators, there is a significant absence of a primary electrostatic tether in what we have defined as nonpreferred binding region, which does not facilitate OR activation. The S79 interaction with heptanol is predominantly hydrophobic, without the presence of even a single charged residue. For heptanoic acid and S86, the competing basicity in the side chains of the binding region precluding the establishment of a sustained electrostatic interaction, probably results in non activation.
We have advanced a notion here that ORs possess 2 viable binding regions, and that the activating ligands are more likely to bind the OR in a preferred binding region. Our protein modeling protocol, conceived and developed to Figure 10 . The distance changes between the atoms C1 of nonanedioic acid, CZ of Arg169 (black), OH of Tyr256 (light), and C9 of nonanedioic acid and OH of Ser263 (dotted) of S79, over the duration of the simulation. The figure shows the sustained strong electrostatic binding between Arg169 and the carbonyl group of the odor ligand, which renders the interatomic distance close to invariant over the duration of the simulation. The inverse correlation between the Tyr256 and Ser263 testifies to the fluctuating interactions while the ligand stays tethered to the Arginine. This is observed until 700 ps, after that, the stronger electrostatic interaction with the Arginine dominates. Nonanedioic acid is a very strong activator of S79. maintain the classic sequence-structural prerogatives of the rhodopsin-like GPCR, plays an important role in how the TMs are positioned, which is critical to the characterization of the 2 binding regions. A novel aspect of this current study is that using dynamic simulations, we can quantify the likelihood of binding contributions from amino acid residues and potential OR activation. Because we determined the residues that are in closest contact at every time step of the simulation and then summed up (aggregated) the number of times such residues were in closest contact, we could surmise which residues are primarily responsible for the majority of receptor-ligand interactions during binding and activation. This we believe is a major advancement over conventional methodologies that involved static docking. In our protocol (Lai and Crasto 2012) , the results of static docking are the first step, a prelude to our dynamic simulations. We make a case here that dynamic simulations studies offer significant advantages over static docking. From static docking, the picture of the ORodorant interaction is a single snapshot in time. It is likely possible that incorrect conjectures can be made as to which amino acid residues facilitate binding, because of the limited perspective of static docking. A protein-ligand interaction is a dynamic phenomenon. It is likely that different amino acids bind the ligand over time, and one or more of these interactions likely facilitate OR activation. We have shown that our simulations can trace the residues that facilitate the odorant binding as well as identify the conformational changes that the odorant ligand can undergo. The graphs in Figures10-15 illustrate how ligand positions can change as the simulation of the interaction progresses.
OR activation that results in the cascade of steps leading to the perception of olfaction begins with structural changes in the OR (Krautwurst et al. 1998 ). This activation can occur at a specific point in time during the ligand's interaction with the OR. Key OR amino acids that are in contact with the odor ligand are likely to facilitate these changes. Our distance determinations largely support this notion. Table 2 reflects our efforts at viewing our work from the perspective of the efforts of others, in identifying amino acids responsible for odor binding and odor activation. In column 1 in this table are listed the top 3 close-contact amino acid residues for each of our simulations. These amino acids Figure 12 . The distance changes between the atoms C1 of octanoic acid, OH of Tyr266 (light), SG of Cys107 (black), and CD of Ile108 (dotted) of S79, over the duration of the simulation. The figure shows competing binding for the ligand between the 3 residues. Toward 1800 ps, the interactions between the serine tyrosine strengthen and stabilize while the Van der Waals interactions between the ligand, and cysteine and isoleucine weaken. Octanoic acid is a weak activator of S79. are ordered in this column as in Table 1 . Man et al. (2004) by a comparative assessment of orthologs and paralogs of ORs from the repertoires of human and mouse identified 22 amino acid positions, mostly in the TM helices and 2 in the second extracellular interhelical loop, as putatively responsible for binding. The second column of Table 2 shows that most of the top 3 interacting amino acid residues for S79 and S86, irrespective of whether they were excitatory or nonexcitatory coincide with a positions determined by Man et al. The positions are represented using the same nomenclature used by Man et al. the TM number, with the TM position as subscript. In some cases the positions are off by one. That is reasonable because, during the creation of the OR model and assigning TM helical regions to match with the structure of rhodopsin, there is often uncertainty in identifying the exact residues which constitute the helix loop boundaries. Of the 18 top interacting residues in our study, 14 matched the positions identified by Man et al.
We also compared our results to those of Katada et al. (2005) , Abaffy et al. (2006) , and Schmiedeberg et al. (2007) . These studies that have used mutagenesis experiments followed by OR activation studies, often choosing amino acids to mutate at positions proposed by the Man et al. study. Unfortunately, exact comparisons are tendentious at best, because these studies used ORs and odorants different from the ones tested here. Although, Abaffy et al. (2006) did use S79 (mOR42-3), the ligands were not the same as used in this study. They used longer 11-and 12-C-atom chain dicarboxylic acids; our largest ligand, nonanedioic acid, consisted of a 9 C-atom chain.
Regardless, to assess the positions of amino acids responsible for binding odorants, a multiple sequence analysis was carried out for S79, S86, MOR-EG (Katada et al. 2005) , OR1A1 and OR1A2 (Schmiedeberg et al. 2007) , and MOR42-3 and MOR42-1, using the PRALINE web-based software described in the Methods section of this article. In each of the sequences, the amino acid residue positions mutagenized for OR activation studies were identified. These were then matched to corresponding positions in S79 and S86 from our study. Columns 3, 4, and 5 in Table 2 summarize these results. Two positions from the Abaffy (undecane-and dodecanedioic acid ligands), 3 from the Schmiedeberg study ((S)-(-)-citronellol ligand) and 5 from the Katada (eugenol ligand) study match the top binding residues in S79 and S86. As has been mentioned above, because of the different ORs and different odorants use, exact comparisons are not possible. In all cases, as illustrated in Table 2 , we observe that the matched residues are on TMs III, IV, V, and VI, which coincides with the conclusions of this study. Our studies begin with the creation of the model of the OR, which, in turn begins with the identification of a starting GPCR structure that will allow us to correctly establish the transmembrane helical scaffold. Figure 1 illustrates that there are no discernible differences between the structures of the proteins compared, regardless of whether they are active or inactive. Given the poor sequence similarities between rhodopsin and β-2-adrenergic receptor and of these proteins with the ORs studied here, we are confident in our contention that the template structure merely provides us with starting structures, which are subsequently refined, according to our rigorously established protocol. Besides, because every one of the several thousand atoms in our system, consisting of the protein, the ligand, the simulated lipid bilayer and the water molecules are allowed to parameterize in an unconstrained way, our studies sample myriad protein structures, side chain rotamers and ligand conformations.
From the results of our studies, it is possible to identify amino acids for mutagenesis experiments, to validate our methodologies and ascertain the role of the amino acids in odor binding. For both S79 and S86, one might start by mutating the Arg and Tyr residues and replace them with hydrophobic or acidic amino acid residues, creating an electronic environment in the binding region that is not conducive to binding and OR excitation, or mimic the nonpreferred binding region.
Functional studies of ORs have shown us that hydrophobic interactions are likely to lessen the strength of excitation but not necessarily remove activation. We believe that hydrophobic residues stabilize the non charged portions of the odor ligand during interactions leading to activation. For this, we recommend that the hydrophobic amino acids with strong close-contact aggregate counts should be mutated; the choice of replacement residues would depend in this case not on charge, but on spatial constraints. A smaller residue that shows numerous contacts could be replaced with a bulky one, a residue with a side chain that is long could be replaced by a shorter one, a ring-based side chain might be replaced by a straight chain side chain, and so forth.
In order to continually improve our methodology, one or more of the steps outlined in the Methods section could be more finely tuned. We encourage experimental functional analysts to test some of the conclusions drawn from the observations of our computational analysis-much like current attempts at computational assessments of OR-odorant binding have been exclusively conducted on OR-ligand systems which have already been previously functionally characterized.
Conclusions
We have presented in this article a novel notion that allows a mechanistic glimpse into OR binding by odorants correlated with OR activation. We have used functional characterization results from the first combinatorial study of ORs, and an established and rigorous computational methodology. We observe for every OR-odorant system studied, that there is higher likelihood of OR activation if the odor binds in the preferred binding region-of 2 potential binding regions.
Our methodology relies on an innovative computational approach: performing long-term simulations for an unrestrained system. This system consists of the OR with odor docked in an energetically feasible conformation, a lipid bilayer which simulates the plasma membrane, and several thousand water molecules. By simulating the dynamic interactions of the OR and the odorant, we determine structural and energetic parameters at every time step of the simulation. This is a significant advance over previous work where conjectures to binding and potential activation were made solely after static docking of the odor in the OR binding region. The first column contains results of this study in terms of the residues in both S79 and S86 that are shown to have the closest interactions, both for excitation and non excitation. The other 4 columns show if there is a match in terms of possible interaction sites for residues between S79, S86, and ORs from 4 other studies. The primary binding amino acid residues are included in the table only if there is a match with 1 out of 4 studies. Column 2 shows the position in the format used by Man et al.: of TM number and the subscript as position of the residue on the TM. In Column 3, in each position the specific mutation is illustrated. In Column 4, the result of the mutations are also embedded. A mutation resulting in a large increase in OR excitation is denoted by "++", a moderate excitation is denoted by "+", no change in excitation is denoted by "0", and, decrease in excitation or inhibition is denoted by "−." In all the columns the "~" denotes that the residue position is possibly one away from an exact positional match. Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/chemse/article-abstract/39/2/107/602084 by guest on 18 February 2019
By performing dynamic simulation studies we have observed ligand and consequent OR behavior at 2 ps intervals over 2 ns. We quantified the OR contribution to binding by determining, over the duration of the simulation, which residues were in closest contact. This is with a view to providing a basis of experimental validation whereby, specific amino acid residues can be mutated prior to conduction experimental functional analysis.
Our results here show that in order for activation to occur, a primary electrostatic tether in the form of an amino acid with a strong basic side chain should be in the preferred binding region. All the odorants used in our studies were di-or mono-carboxylic acids and one alcohol.
Our results and conclusions are based on experimental results. Additional work assessing the ORs from the same study as well as more recent combinatorial experimental results would be necessary to ascertain and establish the our conclusions.
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